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Orthopedic surgeon Dr. Neil Manson 
is part of a team focused on improving 

spine care. See the story on page 26.
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Message from 
the President 
and CEO

Embracing Change
Hello friends,

In the Fall of 2020, the Foundation launched GiveHealthNB, 
an in-depth view into health-care providers' dedication and our 
appreciation for it. Our second edition is a continued celebration 
of life-saving donor generosity and the impact on patients and 
their families across the province.

Every moment of every day, the Saint John Regional Hospital 
Foundation feels the impact of our donor community. The 
articles found in this magazine illustrate just how important you 
are in creating a hospital that our community deserves.

Since our last issue, the world continues to be challenged with 
an ongoing pandemic, forcing many changes to how we live and 
work. Embracing change has been a central theme of surviving 
this past year. Our cover story is a testament to surviving and 
thriving through change. Peter McDevitt and Jennifer Frigault 
share their experience in rebuilding their lives as cancer survivors 
in Horizons’ Stay Strong Cancer Survivorship program. You 
can read our cover story and many more inspiring features 
within these pages, to see how your gift is making a difference in 
changing someone's life for the better.

When life returns to the "new normal" in the likely not-too-distant 
future, what will remain constant is the outstanding generosity of 
donors and the dedication of our physicians, clinicians, and staff 
and their positive impact in helping patients lead healthier and 
happier lives. As I embrace my own change and prepare to leave 
the organization this July, I am confident that the Foundation is 
poised to enter an exciting period in its history. I am so grateful 
to have had the privilege to serve as your Foundation CEO. I've 
seen the great things we can accomplish together through the 
power of philanthropy _ and it has been truly inspiring.

Thank you again for your generosity. I hope you enjoy the issue.

With gratitude,

Jeff McAloon

Jeff McAloon
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Your generosity ensures the renewed clinic is poised to be 
the modern facility our patients, physicians, and staff deserve. 

Visionary business leaders have a significant 
impact on the health of our communities. 
We would like to thank The J.T. Clark Family 
Foundation Inc. and all donors from across 
Canada for helping us reach our $12 million 
goal for the Clinic 1 Expansion campaign. 

Exceptional health care requires community support. 
Thank you for rising to the occasion.

To learn more visit thegive.ca

Together, we are transforming 
health care in New Brunswick—
and beyond.

Mr. John T. Clark



BECOME A MONTHLY DONOR TODAY
www.thegive.ca

THE LITTLE THINGS.
Your donation makes a million 
little things possible for our 
hospital, patients and the 
people who love them.
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The Saint John Regional Hospital Foundation is grateful to The 
J.T. Clark Family Foundation Inc.’s exceptional generosity with a 
lead gift of $1 million, closing the $12 million Clinic 1 Expansion 
capital campaign.

John T. Clark has been a long-standing and humble contributor 
to worthy causes related to health, education, community and the 
environment. Throughout its 20 years, The J.T. Clark Family     

Foundation Inc. has contributed to 62 organizations to better 
communities across the Maritimes. Mr. Clark, a successful business 
leader, is the embodiment of philanthropy in action.

The $12 million is a combination of donations secured through 
the generosity of foundations, corporate partners, individuals and 
events, reflecting the community's power in transforming health care 
for patients across the province. 

The J.T. Clark Family Foundation 
Ambulatory Clinic to be Established

Renderings by Steen Knorr Architecture Inc.
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Canaport LNG’s Support Strengthens Generosity for Radio-thon

For the past decade, Canaport LNG has been a committed community supporter. The local natural gas distributor has donated more than 
$4 million to charities and non-profits in the area. “It’s very important to us to support the community in which we operate,” says Courtney 
Jones, Canaport LNG’s General Manager. 

Most recently, the Saint John Regional Hospital Foundation’s Clinic 1 Expansion has been the beneficiary of Canaport LNG’s generosity. 
As this year’s $50,000 matching donor for Love Your Hospital Radio-thon, their total donations to the hospital add up to more than 
$250,000. 

Cardiac Health Foundation of Canada:
Striving to Improve Heart Health  

The Cardiac Health Foundation of Canada has been inspiring Canadians to care for their 
heart health through physical activity since 1965. Proudly dedicated to keeping Canadians' 
hearts healthy, they promote rehabilitation and advocate for disease prevention and education.

The New Brunswick Heart Centre’s Cardiovascular Health and Wellness Cardiac 
Rehabilitation Program has inspired countless patients who have heart disease. “Our objective 
is to help people become healthy and stay healthy through exercise, education and individual 
counselling,” says Billie-Jo Mabey, Manager Cardiovascular Health and Wellness Program. 
“We promote heart healthy exercise and lifestyle changes that helps patients recover faster 
and return to full productive lives.” 

A testament to the program is its many loyal donors and no shortage of participants for their annual Cardiac Walk of Life fundraiser. The 
program’s excellence has inspired not only patients, but a generous gift.  Recognized as one of the top five cardiac rehabilitation programs 
in the country, the Cardiac Health Foundation of Canada has granted the Cardiovascular Health and Wellness Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Program with more than $28,000 to continue their exemplary work.

 “We want to be a good neighbour and we want to be able to support the organizations 
and activities that are important to the people who live here. The expansion of Clinic 1 

is something that benefits the whole community. We are more than happy to help fulfill 
this need at the hospital.” 

10 Courtney Jones, General Manager of Canaport LNG.



Legacy Giving Inspired by Physician Compassion

Taking your mom to the hospital is a challenging experience. The person 
who was there when you needed help now needs your help. That’s the 
situation Elaine Gosselin was faced with when she took her mom to Saint 
John Regional Hospital’s emergency room.

“Mom wasn’t feeling well,” explains Ms. Gosselin, “and we knew 
something was wrong.  The doctor took x-rays and noticed she had 
something on her lung. So, she wanted to do an MRI. She said, ‘I’d like 
to get that done tonight for you, and then we’ll know for sure.’”

“Although it wasn’t the outcome we wanted, at least it eased our minds 
as she wasn’t going to have to wait and worry more. That personal 
experience stuck with my husband and I, which is why we were resolved 
to leave a legacy gift through our estate.  I use to think that legacy giving 
was only for the wealthy but, big or small, every little bit counts,” Ms. 
Gosselin says.

Dalhousie Medicine NB Ultrasound 
Library First in Canada

Training the next generation of physicians has never 
been more critical or challenging.  Under the guidance 
of Dr. David Lewis, a group of Dalhousie Medicine 
New Brunswick students spearheaded the first-ever 
ultrasound machine lending library in Canada. 
Thanks to generous funding from Foundation 
donors, the medical program was able to purchase six 
Butterfly iQ probes. These small portable ultrasound 
machines are available to students to sign out and 
take home to practice views taught in the curriculum.

"While the new machines are a vital component of this 
project, the associated video learning material will be 
fundamental to its success," says Dr. Lewis. "This team 
of medical students has spent the last eight months 
creating a highly polished library of content that will 
support our self-directed learning objectives. I'm so 
impressed with what they have achieved."  

"Having this new resource available for students who want 
to practice ultrasound is very exciting. With the increasing 
use of point-of-care ultrasound, this is an important skill 
for students to develop. They are also excited to see how 
their learning materials can be used across Canada and 

hope to expand the number of machines available.”
Pat Price, Project Lead 
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It should have been a typical morning for Emma Gallant, or at least 
as typical as it can be with an eight-week-old baby in the house.

Her alarm clock went off and while other members of the household 
were scrambling to meet the day, Emma did not move. 

When her husband checked on her, he discovered she was not 
breathing and immediately swung into action, performing CPR 
and telling their oldest daughter Hillary to call 911.

Emma Gallant, 32, an experienced nurse and a brand new mom 
to baby Ava, was in cardiac arrest.

“I hadn’t had any problems with my heart my whole life. It was 
a big shock. No one expects that’s going to happen to them, 
especially when they have a new baby in the house.”

When paramedics arrived at the Gallant home, they defibrillated 
her twice then rushed her to the Saint John Regional Hospital. 

She spent a few days in intensive care before being admitted to 
the New Brunswick Heart Centre at the Regional for treatment of 
the electrical problem that had caused the dangerous arrhythmia 
in her heart.

“We weren’t sure why my heart went into a bad rhythm but the 
possibility of it happening again was there. So I ended up getting 
an ICD, which is kind of like a pacemaker that will shock my heart 
if it goes into a bad rhythm again.”

ICD is an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator, a small unit with 
a computer that monitors the heart rhythm and, when necessary, 
generates an electrical shock to restore a normal heart rate and rhythm.

Ms. Gallant had hers for five years when one of the leads into her 
heart broke.

In the face of that, she became only one of a few hundred 
Canadians to be fitted at the New Brunswick Heart Centre with an 
advanced technology – a subcutaneous ICD or S-ICD.

12

Saving lives
Steady beat
New Brunswick Heart Centre 
leverages innovative technology to help 
patients with irregular heart rhythms

with a
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 “I don’t remember 
much of it, for me, I was 
unconscious, so it was 

not that traumatic. But 
for my family, it was 

terrifying."
- Emma Galllant 
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Implanted under the skin, an S-ICD is different from a 
traditional ICD in that the leads that run from the device to the 
heart are implanted under the skin instead of through the veins. 
This allows the leads to be more easily removed and replaced.  
 
Dr. Rob Stevenson, a cardiologist at the New Brunswick 
Heart Centre, says Ms. Gallant’s initial attack in 2015 was a 
shock, not only because she was so young but also because 
she was a colleague who had worked in cardiac care.
 
“Her case is very interesting for a number of reasons,” Dr. 
Stevenson says. “Number one, she is very young and has 
never had any heart problem. Two, she is a new mother and 
you’re scared to death that this is a young mother who is very 
sick and you’re responsible for her recovery because there’s 
so much at stake. And three, she is a colleague. I thought to 
myself, ‘God, this is Emma. What’s going on here?’ It was not 
immediately clear what was causing the problem.” 
 
Dr. Stevenson says the ICD has the ability to treat hearts that 
beat too quickly, an  arrhythmia that has a very fast, dangerous 
and unstable heart rhythm. The ICD, he says, can identify 
that and shock the heart.
 

“In essence, what it’s doing is interrupting sudden cardiac 
death,” he says. “If that fast, unstable heart rhythm were to 
continue, it’s possible the patient could have a complete 
cardiac arrest depending on whether there is someone 
around or how long it takes for the first responders to get 
there. The time between the patient going down with the 
cardiac arrhythmia and the time when they receive the first 
shock can significantly affect their outcome.”

Dr. Stevenson says there’s no way to predict an episode. He 

says it can happen, for example, when someone is sleeping, 
driving a car or out for a jog. 
 
“We do everything we can to reduce the likelihood of these 
events occurring, but we can’t predict them. What the ICD does 
is monitor every beat. It’s with you all the time. So when this 
does happen, an ICD can identify this dangerous and unstable 
rhythm and treat you within seconds.”
 

While doctors and nurses worked on solutions for Ms. Gallant’s 
heart problem, she herself says she felt relaxed and confident at 
the Heart Centre, surrounded by professionals she knew and 
respected. “The care was amazing,” she says.
 
Dr. Stevenson says Ms. Gallant’s story is one of success. Baby 
Ava is now six years old and Emma works as a nurse in Cardiac 
Rehabilitation, helping other patients chart their own course to 
heart health.

“All we want is for people to get back to the life they knew before 
and be able to do the things they want to do,” says Dr. Stevenson. 
“That is always the goal.” 
 
As it turns out, Emma is working in the cardiac rehabilitation 

“It’s a continuum of care from the moment someone is 
picked up at their home by emergency services, through the 
Emergency Department and working with those experts, then 
calling in cardiac services – the cardiologists, the interventional 
cardiologists, the electrophysiologists, and sometimes the 
cardiac surgeons to do what it is we need to do.

Dr. Rob Stevenson, Cardiologist

The Gallant Family



program here and helping in the Heart Function Clinic. She 
is a cardiac nurse specialist and she has the skill set that can 
help patients transition back to the life they knew before. In 
her case, she is intimately aware of it because she has been 
through the process herself. 
 
“That is what is so cool about this story: we have a nurse 
returning to provide cardiac care when she has actually been 
a patient herself," Dr. Stevenson says.

The New Brunswick Heart Centre is the province’s only 
tertiary cardiac care centre and provides close to a million 
Atlantic Canadians  with the leading- edge treatments and care 
they need. 
 
The centre’s specialists in clinical cardiology, interventional 
cardiology, cardiac surgery, electrophysiology, anesthesiology 
and research are constantly striving for better ways to diagnose, 
treat and educate patients.
 
Dr. Stevenson, who has been with the Heart Centre since 2008, 
says the centre is a testament to the power of collaboration.
 
“It’s a continuum of care from the moment someone is 
picked up at their home by emergency services, through the 
Emergency Department and working with those experts, then 
calling in cardiac services – the cardiologists, the interventional 
cardiologists, the electrophysiologists, and sometimes the 
cardiac surgeons, to do what it is we need to do. 
 
“In Emma’s case, she was resuscitated and came to the 
coronary intensive care unit.” She then required complex 
electrophysiological (EP) diagnosis so we knew what we were 
dealing with. She went to the electrophysiological suite and, 
I must say, the Saint John Regional Hospital Foundation has 
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“It is a personal and professional passion for me, I 
will be forever grateful that we have the innovative 
care here that has helped me so much and so many 
others. We are very, very fortunate.”

Emma Gallant

been instrumental in ensuring we have state-of-the-art EP 
instrumentation in the suite we have here.”
 
The Heart Centre’s electrical specialists, Dr. Satish Toal and 
Dr. Samuel Wang, performed the testing and implanted the 
ICD devices into Ms. Gallant, first the traditional device and 
later the S-ICD. 
 
Dr. Stevenson said the continuum of care also carries on in 
the community through family physicians, nurse practitioners 
as well as the cardiac rehabilitation program and the Heart 
Function Clinic.
 
“Patients have this touch point back to the hospital, back to 
experts, who will help them transition to life as normal,” he says.
 
For Ms. Gallant, being able to work once again in cardiac care 
is the perfect job.

Hillary and Ava Gallant
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Cyril and Andrea Johnston

Giving the  gift



The Johnston sons grew up learning 

how to give back. After a heart attack 

nearly claimed their mom, they knew 

where to channel the family’s giving

It was May 8, 2020: Andrea and Cyril Johnston were looking forward to 
celebrating their 27th wedding anniversary. They were looking forward to a 
special day, despite the pandemic. 

The party balloons had been ordered and preparations had been made for 
a pared-down celebration – definitely not the trip to Spain the couple had 
hoped for before the pandemic descended, but special nonetheless. 

As morning broke on the anniversary day, it quickly became clear things 
were not going to turn out as expected. 

Although there had been no obvious signs of a health problem, Ms. 
Johnston didn’t feel right when she first woke up around 5 a.m. 

The 52-year-old got up and walked up and down the hall of the house, 
hoping to shake off the feeling of illness. Then she went back to bed and 
slept for about an hour. When she awoke, she vomited. 

She didn’t know that this was a red flag for something far more grave.

“I’m a bit unsure what happened after that. I said to Cyril, ‘Maybe I need an 
ambulance. Something is wrong.’ I’m sure he thought it might be COVID.”

Mr. Johnston wasn’t sure what to think, but with so much talk about 
COVID-19 and the pandemic, the idea that it might be the virus was in the 
back of his mind as he dialled 811 Tele-Care. By this time, Ms. Johnston 
was having trouble breathing.

Without asking, the Tele-Care operator told the couple an ambulance was 
on its way to their home.

of life
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“In my case, we were very uncertain. We had no 
idea what was happening but I was able to get 

the help I needed in time. The doctors at the 
New Brunswick Heart Centre saved my life.”

Andrea Johnston

“When the ambulance arrived, the paramedic said 
‘Hello. My name is Corey. You are having a heart 
attack,"" Ms. Johnston recalls. “I said, ‘What! No, 
I can’t be having a heart attack.’ I was thinking of 
images from the movies where people fall over, 
clutching their chests, gasping.”

Mr. and Ms. Johnston are prominent members 
of the Moncton business community with active 
lifestyles and a long track record of giving to 
various organizations through the Colpitts Family 
Foundation, the family’s foundation named after Ms. 
Johnston's family.

From a young age, their three sons were taught about 
the importance of philanthropy, of giving back. 

The family would typically invite an organization or 
charity they were interested in to make a presentation 
to the family, including the boys. They have done 
this many times over the years in giving to groups like 
MADD, Sistema and health-care organizations for 
specific conditions like Alzheimer’s.

When the boys were young, the charities would bring 
colouring books and other materials to teach them 
about the work they were doing and why they needed 
support. As they got older, Mr. Johnston says, the 
boys would often ask challenging questions about the 
organizations, making sure the family donation was 
needed and appreciated.

When it came time for the Johnston’s to consider 
the 2020 donation from their foundation, there was 
no debate. It would go to the place that helped Ms 
Johnston in her most dire moment of need.

Whisked away by the ambulance that day, Ms. 
Johnston was first taken to the emergency department 
of the Moncton Hospital. From there, she was sent 
again by ambulance to the New Brunswick Heart 
Centre at the Saint John Regional Hospital for the 
cardiac care she needed.

Mr. and Ms. Johnston had a quick visit before she 
was sent to Saint John.

“She was in great distress, but she still had a list of 
things for me to do that day, one of which was to 
pick up the 27 helium balloons for our wedding 
anniversary,” Mr. Johnston says. “I was in the hospital 
for only a few minutes, but I got my marching orders.”



"It is wonderful to see a family 
sharing that value from one 
generation to the next and 

their three sons being a part of 
those decisions."

Stephanie Fox, Vice-President

When she arrived at the Heart Centre in Saint John that morning, 
doctors quickly determined that Ms. Johnston had an 80 per cent 
blockage in an artery to the left side of her heart. She says one 
stent, which looks like a tiny coil of wire mesh, was applied. The 
stent supports the walls of the artery and helps prevent it from re-
narrowing. The stent was put in place through her arm.

“There was no time wasted,” she says. “They knew what they 
were doing.”

Ms. Johnston stayed at the Regional for just one night then was 
taken back to the Moncton Hospital by ambulance to complete 
her recovery. Now, Ms. Johnston is back to her old self. 

“We had an active summer,” Mr. Johnston says. “We took a trip to 
the Acadian peninsula and we did a challenging hike in Cape Breton, 
tackling some of the toughest trails in the Highlands National Park. 
She is right back to where she was before. It’s tremendous.”

Mr. and Ms. Johnston and their sons were only vaguely aware of 
the New Brunswick Heart Centre prior to their emergency. They 
are now keenly aware.

The Heart Centre at the Saint John Regional Hospital is New 
Brunswick’s only tertiary cardiac care centre and provides 
treatment to nearly a million Atlantic Canadians.

“I didn’t know much about the Heart Centre before this 
episode,” says Andrew Johnston, one of Cyril and Andrea’s sons. 
“The whole process worked out very well for my mom. She is 
very fortunate to have received the care she got. It put the Heart 
Centre front and centre in our minds."

When it came time for the family to decide what their foundation 
would support next, there was no hesitation – the New Brunswick 
Heart Centre.

Mr. Johnston says he hopes that the family donation to the Heart 
Centre will encourage others “to step up to the plate” and give.

Stephanie Fox, Vice-President of the Saint John Regional Hospital 
Foundation, says the support from the family foundation shows 
the true meaning of philanthropy and giving back.

“It is a really special gift for the Johnston family to make because 
of the care they received, and such a special gift for our NB Heart 
Centre to receive,” Ms. Fox says.  

“The Johnston family understands the vital role of philanthropy 
in advancing causes they care about. They have made giving a 
family focus." Ms. Fox says amazing things happen through 
philanthropy. While government budgets support standards of 
care, “but philanthropy brings everything to that next level that 
would not be possible without it.”

The Johnston family has learned several important lessons from 
Ms. Johnston's experience. While Ms. Johnston seemed to have 
almost no risk factors for a heart attack, she had overlooked her 
family history, especially her father and mother who both had 
cardiac problems.

“Family history is huge and I just had not thought about it,” she says.

But perhaps the most important lesson from Ms. Johnston’s 
experience is that even vague symptoms have to be taken seriously 
by the patient and treated promptly. She says too many people 
die thinking they are simply having a bit of indigestion when, in 
fact, they are having a life-threatening heart attack.

“I think there are still too many people not surviving these events 
because they are not calling for an ambulance,” Ms. Johnston 
says. “Once you get to the Heart Centre, they will do everything 
they can to save your life."

“The objective,” Cyril Johnston says, “was to instill in them an understanding of the importance of giving to the community and to 
educate them about the needs that exist.” 
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Peter McDevitt smiles when he recounts how his 
grandchildren call him crazy.
 
They tend to do this after he peddles his bike from Grand 
Bay to Hampton just to say hello, or takes part in a gruelling 
triathlon even though he has only recently mastered swimming.
 
One day, he figures, they will understand how crazy old 
granddad was transformed from a seriously overweight couch 
potato into a slim, fit athlete following a challenging bout with 
cancer – and a life-changing program called Stay Strong.
 
Mr. McDevitt still gets emotional when he recalls how the 
Stay Strong Cancer Survivorship Program, a partnership 
between the Horizon Health Network and the YMCA of 
Greater Saint John, helped him recover emotionally and 
physically from cancer.
 
“You can go down some pretty dark rabbit holes if you’re not 
careful,” he says of the fight with cancer. 
 
“The Stay Strong program helps you avoid those pitfalls by 
putting you into a setting where there’s a group of people at 
various stages of recovery who are all moving forward. It’s much 
better than sitting in your house on the couch, wondering, 
‘Gee, am I ever going to get back to the person I was?’

Mr. McDevitt, who teaches information technology at the 
New Brunswick Community College and still has a booming 
voice despite his battle with throat cancer, says the Stay 
Strong program saved his life.

Rebuilding the lives of cancer survivors
Inspiring program helps propel patients past their diagnosis, transforming lives

STAYSTRONG

“The Stay Strong program opened the door to the fact that 
recovery isn’t just about medicine,” he says. “You have to change 
the way you do things. You have to start taking care of your body 
and just being more healthy. It is one of the pillars of recovery. 
I can’t thank the program enough for what it has done for me.”
 
Stay Strong is a 12-week strength program that began in 2014 
as a pilot for breast cancer survivors. Due to its tremendous 
success, Stay Strong has become a recovery program that is 
available to all cancer patients in the Saint John region.

The program has helped hundreds of cancer survivors regain 
strength and well-being. Stay Strong’s objective is to minimize 
the negative side effects that people tend to experience from 
cancer treatments through a focus on physical activity and 
emotional support. 

The program includes individualized exercise regimes aimed 
at improving cardiovascular fitness, strength, endurance and 
flexibility, as well as regularly scheduled workshops to support 
the transition back to life after cancer.

“In my case, I never did get back to the person I was. I took a right 
turn and became this character who rides 100 kilometres on a bike, 
runs half marathons, swims and gets to do really cool things with his 
grandkids. I think I became a better version of myself.”

Peter McDevitt

Peter McDevitt
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Registered Nurse Gina Spear-Burrows, 
right, hugs a grateful patient
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Jennifer Frigault, a registered nurse at the Saint John 
Regional Hospital, heard about Stay Strong when she was 
being treated for breast cancer in 2019.

Ms. Frigault was a young mother of two small boys and a 
busy nurse working in Internal Medicine at the Regional 
when the diagnosis of cancer struck like a bolt from the blue. 
There was no history of breast cancer in her family and she 
was healthy and active. “It wasn’t on my radar at all,” she 
says.

The months following the diagnosis were a blur of surgery, 
chemotherapy and radiation. She says the care she received 
was wonderful, but when it ended she found she had put on 
weight, her clothes didn’t fit, she experienced hair loss and 
her self-esteem had suffered.

Once her radiation burns healed, she joined Stay Strong and 
turned her life around. Ms. Frigault is now back at work as 

a nurse and once again running around with her two boys.

“I feel like cancer treatments healed my malignancy, but the 
Stay Strong program is what healed my mind,” she says.
 
For her, Stay Strong shifted her focus to overall health, fitness 
and nutrition. 

Jennifer Frigault

“The program came along at a 
time for me when I needed it most 
mentally – post treatment. To me, 
it was like a new beginning, a 
second chance at health, not just 
for my body but for my mind as 
well.”

The Frigault family
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“The program came along at a time for me when I needed 
it most mentally – post treatment,” she says.  “To me, it was 
like a new beginning, a second chance at health, not just for 
my body but for my mind as well.”
 
Horizon nurse Gina Spear-Burrows has been with Stay 
Strong since 2016 and has helped hundreds of people as 
she assesses their strength, flexibility and overall health. She 
assists in developing the individualized programs based on 
each person’s needs and abilities. 
 
There’s no cost for participants.
 
“Someone who is 30 and was a runner beforehand probably 
won’t be doing the same things as someone who is 80 and 
may not have great balance or they have some neuropathy 
from the chemotherapy so walking might be an issue,” Ms. 
Spear-Burrows says.
  
“We have different levels of cardio equipment they can 
use. They all do some strength work whether it’s tubing or 
weights or machines. They get a pass for the Y and they can 
go as often as they like. The people who tend to do well are 
the ones who go at least one of the two mornings we are 
there because we can see how they are progressing.” 
 
Ms. Spear-Burrows is a veteran nurse and worked for many 
years in oncology. She is also athletic so her position with 
Stay Strong is what she calls her “dream job.” She knows 
how effective the program is because she hears from people 
who have experienced it.

“I hear comments like ‘You helped me get my life back’ 
and ‘I have motivation to keep fighting’ and ‘I’m able to 
return to full-time work and feel much stronger today than 
I did during and after chemo and radiation,” she says.
 
“Some people feel better than they did before their 
program. They make lifestyle changes that impact 
not just their recovery after cancer, but that will help 
them the rest of their lives. When you hear comments 
like that, how can you not feel that you are making a 
difference in peoples’ lives,” Ms. Spear-Burrows says.

 
Fuelled by the need, the Saint John Regional Hospital 
Foundation will be focusing on raising awareness and 
funding for the program, working with current and 
potential donors to increase resources for Stay Strong.

“That’s why we need funding. This needs to be 
offered to more people.”

Jennifer Frigault

Jennifer Frigault
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Dr. Margot Burnell, chief of staff and oncologist for Horizon 
in the Saint John area, sees first-hand the impact of cancer 
on patients and families. She spearheaded the Stay Strong 
initiative and believes the services it offers are an essential 
part of the cancer treatment journey. 
 
Dr. Burnell says advances in research, detection, diagnosis 
and treatment are giving patients faced with a cancer 
diagnosis a much better chance of survival.
 
“We are seeing lots more people either being cured or living 
with their disease much longer than they were decades ago,” 
Dr. Burnell says. 
 
“Cancer survivorship is about more than surviving cancer. 
We created the collaborative survivorship program because 
we know that for survivors, the cancer journey extends 
beyond the treatment process.”
 
She says the reach of cancer into families and communities 
is enormous. Most people have someone close who has 
been touched by this illness – family, friends, neighbours 
and co-workers who have countless personal experiences of 
how cancer has changed their lives.

 Dr. Burnell says the program is focused on two components. 
One is exercise, physical conditioning and rehabilitation. 

The other addresses the need to reintegrate with family, work 
and community.
 
“The success of the program is largely due to the commitment 
of professionals like Gina and all of the staff at the Y, and it 
is also the commitment by the patients themselves and their 
camaraderie. They want to get back on their feet and they want 
to return to the best new normal that they can.”
 
Ms. Spear-Burrows says the health professionals working with 
the program make sure participants get the help they need, 
including possible referrals for social workers, consults with 
psychologists, or if they need to talk to a dietician. 

“I believe in making sure we are taking 
care of the whole person. Our goal is to 
get you feeling at least where you were 
and maybe we can get you back feeling 

even better than that.”

Dr. Margot Burnell 

“We are seeing lots more people either being cured or living with 
their disease much longer than they were decades ago.” 
Dr. Margot Burnell, Chief of Staff, Saint John Regional Hospital/Oncologist

Stay Strong celebration
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Mr. McDevitt is an example of someone who has just kept 
going once Stay Strong started him on the road to physical 
and emotional recovery.
 
When he began cancer treatments in 2016, he weighed 
around 270 pounds and was not terribly familiar with 
physical activity, let alone regular exercise. 
 
By the time he began the Stay Strong program, he weighed 
about 195 pounds. His dramatic weight loss, brought on by the 
treatments for cancer, had happened over just three months.
 
“I remember the first time I was in session with Gina, we 
walked around the track at the Y – the little one, I think it’s 
just a seventh of a kilometre,” Mr. McDevitt recalls.
 
“I did one lap, maybe two, and I said ‘I need to sit down.’ 
And, as I’m sitting there, I’m watching people who are older 
than me, maybe have had tougher journeys, and they’re 
talking and smiling and there was hope.”
 
It was like a light went off in Mr. McDevitt’s brain. He threw 
himself into the Stay Strong program and he began to give 
himself goals.
 
“Each Monday I would meet with Gina and we would go 
over my progress and she would check my exercises, etc. It 
got to be a habit,” he says. 

“At the end of the 12 weeks, the Stay Strong program had 
finished but I was feeling markedly better than I was 12 
weeks earlier and I had much more energy. My outlook 
was buoyed by the people I was seeing and I just decided 
to keep going. 
 
“I had it in my head when I was going through treatment 
that if I got through it, there’s a memorial run, the Brent 
Kelly Memorial 5 Miler, that takes place each April around 
the Irving Nature Park. I thought to myself, ‘If I can get 
through this, I will run that.’”
 
He did run the Brent Kelly Memorial and although he 
finished last, it awoke in him a latent competitive urge that 
had been hidden by years of inactivity and illness. 
 
He tackled another run in Grand Bay just a few weeks later. 
Then a Hampton five-miler in September. He joined a 
triathlon club and signed up for a sprint triathlon despite the 
fact he had no bike and could barely stay afloat in the water.
 
He started swimming lessons at the Y and when the 
competition came around, he borrowed a bike about two 
sizes too small for him, squeezed into a wet suit and was off 
to the race – a 750-metre swim, 10-kilometre bike ride and 
a five-kilometre run.

“It was awesome,” he says. “I finished 
dead last but when I came across the 
finish line, I was in tears. I was so 
happy. This is so cool. I turned around 
and looked behind me and people 
were picking up pylons and putting 
stuff away. But I didn’t care – I was 
walking around like a kid in a candy 
store.”
 
Mr. McDevitt says he is thankful 
every day for Stay Strong and he 
hopes the program can be offered to 
many more cancer patients.

“Stay Strong really builds confidence,” 
he says. “You feel like you are part 
of a very special family. It was that 
sense of shared experience, of having 
gone through a major upheaval in 
your life. It meant so much and it is 
so important, it needs to be offered to 
every cancer patient” Peter says.
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drives innovation
right here

Spine 
research

Canada East Spine Centre at Saint John 
Regional Hospital internationally recognized

The first evidence of spinal surgery dates back to 3000 BC, as 
documented in the Edwin Smith papyrus found in an Egyptian tomb. 

And the early treatments for back pain…well, they sound almost 
torturous. Often lengthy – even deadly – these operations frequently 
led to permanent disability and adverse psychological effects. 

Treatment and surgery for back pain have come a long way. 
Procedures that used to require large incisions and long recovery 
times are now performed using minimally invasive techniques. They 
do less damage to healthy tissue, allowing patients to heal faster and 
stronger. 

When you hear the word research, what comes to mind? People 
in white coats toiling in a lab somewhere far away? If so, you’re not 
alone. Many of us never get to see research in action. But while 
researchers don’t get a lot of the spotlight, their behind-the-scenes 
work plays a starring role in advancing health care and our society. 

At the Saint John Regional Hospital, physicians, medical students 
and post-grads from various fields are conducting research. They're 
helping to improve patient care, working toward treatments and, 
in some cases cures, for disease and health-related effects of social 
conditions. 
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The Canada East Spine Centre’s research is critical in 
countless ways. 

Eighty per cent of us will experience back pain at some time in 
our lives. You can imagine the costs and challenges that back 
issues cause in our society: lost time at work, added expense for 
our health-care system and an increase in narcotics use, among 
others. Spine-related issues hurt all members of our society – 
from businesses to patients and everyone in between. 

Most of Canada East Spine Centre’s costs are covered by 
companies and donors to the Saint John Regional Hospital 
Foundation who believe in the value of research and can see 
the positive impacts on patients. 

Dr. Neil Manson and Dr. Edward Abraham are founding 
members of the Canada East Spine Centre. They’re both 
quick to acknowledge that much of the work they do would not 
happen without the generosity of our community.

One ongoing study is examining the impact of working with 
patients before surgery to improve their ability to recover faster 
and better from spinal surgery.

This “prehabilitation” study is funded in part by the generosity 
of donors to the Saint John Regional Hospital Foundation, 
including a significant $75,000 donation from the McCain 
Family Foundation.

Research provides the framework so medical professionals can 
continue to provide high quality health care that is innovative, 
cost-effective and responsive to changes in New Brunswick.

How effective is the research taking place at Horizon, you 
may ask? Well, for example, last December – for the first 
time in its history – Horizon Health Network was included 
among the top 40 health research institutions in Canada for 
2020.  Recognition like this further validates the ground-
breaking, innovative work being led by our researchers. 

The research professionals and medical experts at Canada 
East Spine Centre perform internationally acclaimed 
research every day. Canada East Spine Centre’s goals are to 
better understand the factors that impact spinal conditions, 
to find the best ways to treat these complex problems, and to 
improve patient outcomes. 

The team members at Canada East Spine Centre tackle a 
wide array of spine-related research, including new, innovative 
surgical techniques, optimizing procedures for children with 
spinal deformities and on ways to personalize treatment and 
care for each patient.

Their work is recognized by the Canadian Spine Society and 
internationally, particularly in the United States. They have 
received numerous awards and recognitions. They really 
are punching above their weight and we can be proud of the 
innovative discoveries and advancements they’re achieving –  
right here in Saint John.
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Dr. Neil Manson, Canada East Spine Centre

“Surgery is like a marathon. It's a big 

hit to the body,” Dr. Neil Manson says. 

“If you train for that marathon, you’re 

going to do better than if you don't.”



For the prehab study, researchers work with spinal fusion 
patients in the three months before their surgeries. They 
expect that healthy lifestyle changes before surgery will lead 
to better outcomes for patients. Improvements like shorter 
hospital stays, less pain, reduced narcotic use, faster recoveries, 
and improved mental health after surgery. 

But they have to prove it. This sort of pre-surgery program 
has not been done in orthopedic patients before. So medical 
experts need to test it and validate its effectiveness before 
programming changes can happen. 

Canada East Spine Centre has partnered with cardiologist Dr. 
Robert Stevenson and physiotherapist Stephen Mundle at the 
New Brunswick Heart Centre, and uses the existing cardiac 
rehabilitation program to help prepare patients physically and 
mentally before spinal fusion surgery. 

“We’re also following another group of patients who will not 
participate in the prehab program – the control group,” Dr. 
Manson says. “These patients receive treatment as usual: 
things like encouragement from the surgeon to be as active as 
possible leading up to surgery and the option to participate in 
a one-time spine surgery education class.”

Recruitment for the prehab project began in December 2018. 
And while the results are not final just yet, Dr. Manson is 
encouraged by the promising outcomes so far. 

Dale Parkhill, a patient in the prehab study, had been dealing 
with back pain for about five years. Dr. Manson discovered that a 
bulging disc in Mr. Parkhill’s spine was pinching a nerve, and that 
nerve was sending pain down his leg and affecting his balance. 

"I’m an avid curler. I love hiking, hunting and camping. But 
because of my back issues, I felt like I was missing out on the 
things I loved. I never knew when I might fall,” Mr. Parkhill 
says. “I couldn’t walk much, let alone deliver a curling stone.”

In fact, just before his spinal surgery, his balance and ability to 
walk were so bad that he contemplated sitting in a wheelchair 
to curl with the wheelchair team.

"I was eager to get my life back and glad to finally have some 
answers,” Mr. Parkhill says. “So, when Canada East Spine 
Centre asked if I would participate in the prehab research 
study, I was happy to help.” 

Because it's a randomized trial, he didn’t know whether he’d be 
in the prehab group or the control group when he signed up. 

“I'm very, very pleased that I got picked to be in the prehab 
group,” he says. “The exercise and education sessions were 
so helpful for me. I know I wouldn't be where I am now if I 
hadn't gone through the prehab program.” 

The program was two hours twice a week – one hour of 
classroom and one hour of exercise. 

“One big takeaway for me was a food label reading tour in Sobeys," 
Mr. Parkhill says. “I learned how to tell if a food is high in things 
like sugars or sodium. At home, we changed our diet quite a bit. 
So between that and the exercise sessions, I lost 33 pounds since 
I started the prehab program about a year and a half ago!”

“Because of the program, I felt better going into my surgery. I 
knew what to expect. I was prepared mentally and physically. 
And I think because I had done the exercise and classes prior 
to surgery, I was able to recover quite well. That's good for me, 
but it's also good for our medical system. It means patients get 
better faster, and there's less impact on health care.”

“I couldn't walk more than 10 minutes before surgery, and 
now I can hike three-kilometre trails with our children and 
grandchildren,” Mr. Parkhill says. “I still probably don't walk as 
well as I’d like, but it feels a heck of a lot better as we're going 
along. And I’m back to curling again!”

“I can tell you that Canada East Spine Centre's critical research 
has made a huge improvement in my life, and I know that's the 
case for many others, too.”

“I can tell you that Canada East Spine Centre's 
critical research has made a huge improvement 
in my life, and I know that's the case for many 
others, too.” 

Dale Parkhill
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BECOME A MONTHLY DONOR TODAY
www.thegive.ca

THE LITTLE THINGS.
Your donation makes a million 
little things possible for our 
hospital, patients and the 
people who love them.



THREE MEDICAL PITCHES. FIVE LIONS.
HALF A MILLION DOLLARS. WINNER TAKES ALL.

PRESENTED BY

THEGIVE.CA/LIONSDEN

A SAINT JOHN REGIONAL HOSPITAL FOUNDATION FILM

SEPTEMBER 10
MARK YOUR CALENDARS



Saint John Regional Hospital Foundation
400 University Avenue
PO Box 2100,
Saint John, NB E2L 4L2
506.648.6400
SJRH.Foundation@HorizonNB.ca

You give every day to help 
keep us healthy.

We give every day to
show gratitude.

thegive.ca

THANK YOU TO
OUR HEALTH-CARE

WORKERS


